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1. Profile of the operation (land, soil, climate) and description of the production sectors

The farm is  in  the area of Larisa (or LARISSA) prefecture, between the Olympus and the Kissavos (local
name of Ossa) mountains that make a barrier between the field and the Aegean sea. Is made by different
independent fields in the area. All the area is basically sloping, stony and some part rich in limestone. The
Olympus area is rich in forests, natural vegetation and wild animals. The most of natural vegetation (small
trees and shrubs) area is utilized by the local shepherds for grazing, mostly with sheep and goat. Well know
wild animals in this area are the wild horse and the wolf.
 
The  climate is hot-summer Mediterranean climate type  (by Koppen system is : Csa), with temperature in
winter sometimes under 0oC. The area of the farm is a bit warmer that the city of Larisa, and is quite protected
from cold winds. 
The soil of the area is mostly basic or alkaline (pH>7) due to the good presence of calcium (as limestone).
The the bigger field is mostly sloping and steep terrain (very inclined) the texture is mostly stony, with areas
that contains better soil of average texture. So the most of the field has not very fertile soil. This field contains
very old olive trees, that have been partially destroyed by a big fire some years ago, that burned all the area,
included this field. The old olives survived in bottom of the trees and grown free for some years, and these
years have been grafted with local varieties (mostly “Amfissa”).
The smaller fields are flat and rich in limestone, with average texture and bordered by a small water stream. It
was previously cultivated for several years by Robinia pseudoacacia (false acacia or black locust) for wood
production, so the soil is quite rich in organic matter and fertile.

The  production sectors of the  farm is olive oil (mostly), Greek oregano (small  quantity of good quality),
almonds (yet only some samples of production). The olive variety “Amfissa” in this farm is actually used only
for oil production, even if is characterized by a large fruit that is suitable for table olives too (salted, green and
black). The other varieties (Koroneiki, Arbequina) are mostly for oil production, but the plant are yet too young
to produce. The actual small quantity of olives oil is milled and bottled by authorized organic operators. 
The walnut small orchard did not have success probably because the soil is not rich or deep enough for the
walnut, so the few planted trees remained undeveloped or died. 
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The geographical area of the North of Larisa prefecture (where is the ……. farm) contains some orchards
(peach trees, olive trees, apple trees, other fruits), some vineyards, cereals, and then cultivations for animal
feeding, like alfa alfa and maize. There is also husbandry, especially goat and sheep, for the production of
fresh milk and some traditional local cheese, yogurt, etc. The smaller geographical area comprehending the
farm (some kilometers of ray) is characterized by natural vegetation (mostly grazed by the local shepherds),
some olives cultivation (not intensive, only for oil production, sometimes abandoned too) and woods.
The cultivations are managed by the same farmer.  The  farm managing  (farming) includes some light soil
tillage near to the trees, and trimming of the remaining weeds between the trees. 

The plant protection treatments (few treatments, occasionally with copper preparations, Bacillus thuringensis
preparations ), pruning, irrigation, harvesting are made directly by the farmer. The copper is used in small
quantities for about 2 treatments per year, during the end of Autumn and after pruning at the end of Winter
(only in cases of need, copper may be used such that the amount averaged over 5 years shall not exceed 3
kg/ha/year, preferably with a maximum of 500g/ha/spray). May be in the future to be used some treatments
with propolis too.

The farm started the organic method since 20/09/2016 (Regulation CE 889/2008) and today the certification
body that is certifying is Bio Hellas. All the fields are cultivated by organic method and organic certified or in
conversion to organic. 
The farmer intends to produce high quality olive oil and make her own bottling and marketing.   

2- Responsible manager of the enterprise
The farmer …………….. is also the responsible manager of the enterprise. 

 3- Organisation: overall management responsibility, accounting, responsibility of individuals,
legal description in the land register
The farm is registered as “individual firm” , where the owner and responsible is the same farmer, that in this
case is ……………..

4-  Organisation  of  the  BD  preparation  work  (source  and  quantity  of  the  materials  used,  stirring
arrangements, spreading method, organisation of preparation work – in particular responsibilities for
preparation  work  in  small  holder  groups,  preparations  storage,  if  possible  photos  of  the  stirring
equipment and the preparation storage) must be specified in detail

The farmer ……………….. is involved in the biodynamic farming since 2018, after reading some informative
articles and guidelines. On 2019 she also followed a private seminar made by Letizi Harald.
She intends to start producing the BD 501 in Spring 2019. She got
some bovine horns from the local slaughterhouse and will get some
good first matter of quartz crystals from the market. The best site to
bury the filled horns is on the top of the hill of the bigger field, where
there is also a small warehouse and the big cistern of water used
for irrigation  (see picture of the cistern on the right, it is on the top
of the hill).   
The same site is optimal for the stirring of the BD preparations. 
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The stirring is made by hand, rotating a wood stick in a
plastic barrel (suitable for food), using clean water (from
a local well) warmed by the gas flame. The place is on
the top of the hill in the bigger field (see pictures on the
right and below), beside the water cistern.

The  first stirring and application of BD 500P was on  28/05/2019  .  The BD500P is made by the Italian
producer “Fondazione le madri” sited in Rolo (RE) (and bought from the reseller Biosporos) and includes the
500 and all the composting preparations (502-507) together. It have been applied on part of the farm (almond
fields and the old olive field) and for the rest of the farm is expected to be treated during the Autumn/Winter
2019-2020.

The stirring is made by hand, rotating a wood stick in a steel barrel (suitable for food), using clean water
(from the local well) warmed by the gas flame . 
The  preparations are expected to be  stored in  one cool  place at the home of the farmer, inside a box
insulated by peat,  as showed and explicated during the formation private seminar.  The each preparation
(BD500, 502-507) where given to the farmer in glass jars, closed in a manner that permits good respiration to
the microorganisms. 

See some pictures from the first stirring and 500P application. 
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The application  of  the  500P in  the  hilly  big  field  is
made  by  the  simple  irrigation  system made by  the
falling water from the big water cistern, channeled by
pipes  to  each  olive  trees  basis.  This  field  is  big,
conformed  as  a  hill,  rocky,  rich  in  wild  vegetation
(shrubs) and the olives are not in raws. The olive trees
in this field are mostly random dislocated so is quite
impossible  to  applicate  the  BD  preparations  by
tractors, but also too big to
do  it  well  by  knapsack
sprayer. So I suggested as
better  solution  to  use  the
irrigation  system  (see
pictures on the right) where
available  and  knapsack
sprayer where the irrigation
from  the  cistern  cannot
reach the site.

The new planted olive fields (on Autumn 2018, of
Arbequina and Koroneiki  varieties)  are flat  and
easy to be sprayed by tractor sprayer. 

The way of application of BD500 is regulating the
pressure of the water to the lower possible, and
“dropping”  the  liquid  to  the  soil  in  order  to
increase  both  the  humification  and  the  root
symbioses develop.
For  the  application  of  BD501 will  be  used  the
same sprayer by tractor (where possible, otherwise the knapsack sprayer), but regulating the pressure to the
higher level in order to obtain a mist to spray over the crops’ leaves. 
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5 - Seed quality (origin/certification status)
Usually seeds are not bought for professional cultivation purpose.  

6  -  Fertiliser  management  (crop  rotation,  manure  origin  and  quantity,  use  of  organic  commercial
fertilisers, composting)

Until  now no manure from dung have
been  used  since   …………….  is
managing the farm. Is programmed to
make a bd compost from a good local
manure, that is available from bovines,
goats  and  sheep  “not  intensively
managed”.  The  local  animals  are
grazing outside the most of the year, as
yet traditional in Greece, so practically
all  the  animal  husbandry  involving
sheep  and  goat  are  “not  intensively
managed”.   (see here a picture of an
example of local husbandry farm in the
vicinity of ……... fields). The snow may
cover the area maximum 10 days per
year, so just few days the animals may
be kept in the stable during the day. 

The weeds are usually source of good green manure due to the biomass produced and the high variety of
herbs that are now growing in the olive field. 

Between the trees the wild plants are trimmed by hand or tractor trimmer, so the most of the organic matter
remains on the surface of the soil, but contemporaneously the roots of the wild plants continue to increase the
vitality of the soil.
In this phase is good the application of BD500P in order to increase the humification ability of the soil and the
green manure efficiency.  

The farmer programmed to make some bd compost piles in order to make the next fertilization with her own bd
compost .

The soil of older olive orchard looks to be richer in organic matter, but is very rocky and difficult to cultivate.
The wild plants (weeds and shrubs) are showing a good develop of the soil and the vegetal equilibrium.  There
is presence of wild “nitrogen fixing” leguminosae (clover - Trifolium spp. chickpea, - Pisum spp.), compositae
(chrysants -Chrysanthemum spp., sow thistles - Sonchus spp., chamomile – Chamomilla maticharia, Roman
chamomile - Chamaemelum nobile),  brassicacee (wild mustard -Sinapis spp.), some poacee (Bromus spp.
and others), Pink Rock-Rose (Cistus creticus), onionweed (Asphodelus fistulosus), anemone, etc.
The continuous vegetal coverage helps the soil against the erosion that is typical in inclined terrains.
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7  -  Animal  husbandry  (amount  and  origin  of  the  animals,  dehorning,  origin  of  the  feed,  pasture
management, stocking rate, animal Health, plan for development of animal husbandry)
The farmer has not animal husbandry.  

8 - Biodiversity
Biodiversity is given by the natural weeds in the fields, the wild shrubs growing in the same fields, and the
grazed shrubs and woods area around the fields.  
The natural trees and shrubs are covering a large part of the borders. The species are oaks (Quercus spp.),
Judas tree (Cercis  siliquastrum ),  Jerusalem thorn (Paliurus spinachristi),  wild  pear  “almond-leaved pear”
( Pyrus amygdaliformis), wild blackberry (Rubus fruticosus L.), hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna), Prunus spp. ,
chaste tree (Vitex agnus-castus), poplar (Populus nigra) etc.
Some of the natural grasses are reported before, see chap. 6.

The  Mount  Olympus  is  very  close,  so  may  influence
positively the presence of many wild animals. A spectacular
wild  animal  of  this  area  is  the  wild  horse  (see  photo
obtained in the occasion of the visit  to the farm on April
2019). In this farm are present also wild animals such as
foxes,  falcons,  buzzards  (hawks),  Greek  tortoise  -  turtle
(Testudo graeca) etc.  

9 - Plant Protection (what problems exist or are expected, what materials are in use)
Olives: 
few  treatments  are  applied,  occasionally  with  copper  preparations  (like  KOCIDE  OPTI)  or  propolis
preparations to control the fungal diseases of the olives, Bacillus thuringensis preparations for the Lepidoptera
insects (caterpillars, such as  olive moth / Prays oleae, and Parlatorea oleae). The use of natural propolis
preparations may be expected in the future, alone or associated to copper or sulphate preparations.
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The copper is used in small quantities for about 2 treatments per year, during the end of Autumn and Spring
(only in cases of need, copper may be used such that the amount averaged over 5 years shall not exceed 3
kg/ha/year, preferably with a maximum of 500g/ha/spray). 
For the olive fly (Bactocera olae) is expected to be used insect attractive traps made by plastic bottles with
natural insect attractive and water.

Oregano:
Usually do not needs treatments.

Almonds:
May be will not necessary some treatments. 
In case of fungus disease (such as shot hole disease/Coryneum Beijerinckii and leaf curl/Taphrinia deformans)
may be used a copper preparation (like in case of olives) or propolis preparations. 

10  -  Spray drift  & sources of  contamination (which areas and crops are affected,  what  measures
employed)
Each field is bordered by a metal net. All the borders are covered by natural vegetation and woods, and used
for grazing from the local shepherds.

11 - Problem areas: conversion of the whole enterprise, full description of ICS groups (involvement of
smallholders + training, organisation of the flow of goods of different certification status – conversion
to organic, organic, conversion to Demeter, Demeter, parallel cultivation on conversion areas)
The whole farm is in conversion to organic and started the process of conversion to Demeter. The first fields
started the  conversion  on 20/9/2016 (started to  compliance to  organic).  The other  two  fields  started  the
conversion on 10/10/2018 and have been planted during the Autumn 2018 by olive trees of var. Arbequina and
Koroneiki. The two new fields are one after the other and both are very close to the rest of the farm.
No parallel cultivations are made. 
 
The  farmer  and  her  husband  are  agronomists  and  very  familiar  with  organic  agriculture  practices.  The
biodynamic training is  made by books,  internet  informations,  and the advisor,  because there is a lack of
organization in the North of Greece in the area of biodynamic community and training.  

12  -  Processing (description of  the process,  subcontracted processors,  products and ingredients,
exporters)
The primary product of the farm is the olive oil. The olives (actually produced only by the older and bigger field)
are milled in an organic authorized local olive mill and bottled by authorized operator. 
In the future is in programmed to arrange a farm building for the olive oil bottling, after the obtainment of the
official oil bottling license.
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The Greek oregano plants are harvested (cuttings of shoots, leaves and flowers) are dried in a building of the
farm. 
Almonds have yet only some samples of production. A new almonds field, as extension of the old one, have
been planted in the place where some walnut trees could not develop. Almond cultivation is a classical and
resistant cultivation in Thessaly (including Larissa) area, showing low needs of irrigation and high resistance to
high temperatures, diseases and drought. 

13 - Target size of the company/farmer group (what final size is planned), submit a farm plan and a plot
list
The total cultivated acreage of the farm 15,45 Ha will be in total managed by biodynamic method. There are
also some uncultivated external  fields  for  an area of  (14,91 Ha)  without  any harvest  (are  mostly  natural
shrubs), that put the total acreage of the farm to 30,36 Ha.

14 - Other critical points should be independently addressed with the advisor
It does not looks to be other critical points. 

15 - Some pictures

Oregano field

Ex  walnut  trees  field  situation
(now replaced by new plantation
of almond trees) and some olive
trees of the bigger and older field
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Almond trees field and ex walnut trees
field  (now  planted  by  almond  trees)
situation of the bigger and older field

Almond trees field in the center, ex walnut
trees field on the left, some olive trees  up
and  right  (view  form  the  hill  where  the
water cistern is placed and the bd stirring is
made)
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Almond trees

Older olive field, re-grafted by Amfissa
variety, with wild flowers of anemone
and   onionweed  (Asphodelus
fistulosus).  See  on  the  left  bord  a
inset trap made by a plastic bottle. 
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Older olive field, re-grafted by Amfissa variety

Arbequina  olive  field,  new
plantation.

Arbequina  and  Koroneiki  olive
fields entrance. 
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Koroneiki olive new plantation 

16 - Plan of plots with the current and the future status.
See also the excel file of the farmer, based on his last “production program” declared to Bio Hellas. 

PLOT
NUM
BER 
ID field name

Land Parcel 
Code

acreage 
(Ha)

date of 
organic 
Start of 
Compliance

Certification: 
prev year 

Certification:
appl. for primary crop 

1
Retzouni / 
Ρετζούνι 0,17 20/9/2016

In conversion 
to organic organic

Olive trees / Eλιές (var.
Amfissis)

2 Retzouni / 8,45 20/9/2016 In conversion organic Olive trees / Eλιές (var.
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Ρετζούνι to organic Amfissis)

3
Retzouni / 
Ρετζούνι 0,13 20/9/2016

In conversion 
to organic organic

Herbs / Αρωματικά 
φυτά (oregano)

4
Retzouni / 
Ρετζούνι 0,44 20/9/2016

In conversion 
to organic organic

Almond trees / 
Αμυγδαλιές

5
Retzouni / 
Ρετζούνι 0,35 20/9/2016

In conversion 
to organic organic

Almond trees / 
Αμυγδαλιές

6
Retzouni / 
Ρετζούνι 3,17 10/10/2018

In conversion 
to organic

In 
conversion 
to organic

Olive trees / Eλιές (var.
Arbequina, planted on 
winter 2018-19)

7
Retzouni / 
Ρετζούνι 2,74 10/10/2018

In conversion 
to organic

In 
conversion 
to organic

Olive trees / Eλιές (var.
Koroneiki, planted on 
winter 2018-19)

8
Retzouni / 
Ρετζούνι 0,21

Fallow / αγρανάπαυση 
(*) / never cultivated 
until now by ....... ....... 

9
Retzouni / 
Ρετζούνι 1,08

Fallow / αγρανάπαυση 
(*) / never cultivated 
until now by ....... ....... 

9
Retzouni / 
Ρετζούνι 0,02 uncultivated land (*)

10
Retzouni / 
Ρετζούνι 3,83 uncultivated land (*)

11
Retzouni / 
Ρετζούνι 5,41 uncultivated land (*)

12
Retzouni / 
Ρετζούνι 1,16 uncultivated land (*)

13
Retzouni / 
Ρετζούνι 2,74 uncultivated land (*)

14
Retzouni / 
Ρετζούνι 0,46 uncultivated land (*)

Sum / 
σύνολο 30,36

* uncultivated land 
(the land isn’t 
cultivated and nothing 
will be harvested from 
it)

Note: The conversion plan carries no legally binding implications for certification or trademark
usage. Use of the trademark is governed in a contract issued as part of the Demeter certification
procedures.

...
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